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Theoretical background
• Autonomous driving can potentially increase traffic safety and travel comfort⁵.
• Surveys show that only half of the individuals desire to use autonomous driving².
• Participants prefer to use automated driving on long highway journeys and in traffic jams, but less on
rural roads and in city traffic¹.
• About half of the participants regarded the fully autonomous driving as unsafe⁶.
What preferences for autonomous driving (Level 3) do users have on different track types and in
different driving situations?
Is the preference for automation usage connected to system acceptance and trust in automation?

Fig.1. Driving simulator set up

Results

N= 19, 68% female, M = 23 years (SD = 3)
Fixed-based driving simulator (see Figure 1)
3 different 10-min tracks (rural road, highway, city)
3 different driving situations per track (e.g. intersection, traffic jam)
For every driving situation participants chose whether to activate
the automation or not (see Figure 2)
• Assessment: automation usage, system acceptance⁷, trust in
automation⁴, preferences and motivations for automation usage
per situation
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• High automation usage (> 90% of the track) over all track types and
situations (see Figure 3)
• Lower trust score (one score point on average) for T Junction (p < .05, CI =
[-1.67, 0.01]) and overtaking rural situation (p < .05, CI = [-1.70, -0.30])
than the other situations (ANOVA, Bonferroni post hoc test) (see Figure 4)
• Automation usage could be predicted by trust in automation and
perceived system usefulness (F(2, 18) = 13.40, p < .001, h2 = .60)
• Comfort was the most frequently named motivation for enabling the
automation followed by safety (see Figure 5)
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Fig.3. Proportion of track driven in automated mode. Error bars
indicate +/- 2 standard errors of the mean.

Conclusion
• Automation usage and trust in automation were higher than
surveys suggested
• Comfort was the primary motivation for the usage of automated
driving features
• Possible effect of safe driving simulator situation (no real-world
hazards)
• A real-world driving study is recommended to investigate
automation usage and trust in automation under more realistic
circumstances
• Recommendation: Introducing consequences for automation failure
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Fig.4. Trust in automation per driving situation. Error bars
indicate +/- 2 standard errors of the mean.
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Fig.2. Driving situation overview
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Fig.5. Proportion of motivation named for enabling automation
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